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 Description  Description 

C-700GP Multi purpose light-duty circle cutter or cut parallel lines or even use as a dividerC-700GP Multi purpose light-duty circle cutter or cut parallel lines or even use as a divider

Cutting circles or cutting parallel lines just got a whole lot easier, cut a precise circle from 1 –Cutting circles or cutting parallel lines just got a whole lot easier, cut a precise circle from 1 –
14cm in diameter, easy to use,  realise locking screw slide to size and lock into position.14cm in diameter, easy to use,  realise locking screw slide to size and lock into position.

Cuts parallel lines with blades attached to both legs. Cuts parallel lines with blades attached to both legs. 

Can also be used as a divider with needles attached to both legs. Can also be used as a divider with needles attached to both legs. 
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Durable aluminium die-casting body.Durable aluminium die-casting body.

Cutting DiametersCutting Diameters

Minimum: 1cmMinimum: 1cm
Maximum: 14cmMaximum: 14cm

Cut thin materials or scribe lines on tough thick materials.Cut thin materials or scribe lines on tough thick materials.

Perfect for making art & crafts project, model making, scrapbooks, sign making and other light-Perfect for making art & crafts project, model making, scrapbooks, sign making and other light-
duty jobs.duty jobs.

C-700GP Ccrcle cutter comes with BDA-200P, precision 45 degree blade × 6 ideal forC-700GP Ccrcle cutter comes with BDA-200P, precision 45 degree blade × 6 ideal for
precision work, Needles × 2precision work, Needles × 2

SpecificationSpecification

(BDA-200P)(BDA-200P)

Blade width: 4mmBlade width: 4mm
Blade length: 21mmBlade length: 21mm
Blade thickness: 0.38mmBlade thickness: 0.38mm
Blade type: SolidBlade type: Solid
Blade cutting Angle: 45 degreesBlade cutting Angle: 45 degrees
Blade colour: SilverBlade colour: Silver

Comes with 6 Blades, 2 NeedlesComes with 6 Blades, 2 Needles

Razor sharp blade cuts through a wide range of materials including textiles, fabrics,Razor sharp blade cuts through a wide range of materials including textiles, fabrics,
leatherette, gasket material, thin rubber, cork, veneer sheets, balsa wood, card, paper, thinleatherette, gasket material, thin rubber, cork, veneer sheets, balsa wood, card, paper, thin
plastic, vinyl, banner material, vehicle wrap vinyl.plastic, vinyl, banner material, vehicle wrap vinyl.

Works for both right and left handed users, cutting in a clockwise motionWorks for both right and left handed users, cutting in a clockwise motion

Easy tool free blade change.Easy tool free blade change.

Protective spare blade case for safe blade storage.Protective spare blade case for safe blade storage.
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